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Chris Mosier

An XX athlete legally taking 
testosterone competing 
against XY male athletes. 
Testosterone provides XX 
athletes with a massive 
boost due to low baseline 
levels, which is why it has 
been successful as a 
doping agent in female 
sport

Mack Beggs

XX athlete permitted to take 
testosterone, which provides him with 

a huge boost due to his XX 
physiology. Unlike DSD athletes, both 
have something new they didn’t have 

before





The IAAF initially denied that 
surgery had been performed on 
four young athletes. This 2013 

study shows that such surgery was 
performed…

Medical professionals warned in 
2013 that the IAAF’s practices in 

this area are unethical



A recent documentary showed 
that athletes have been medically 

harmed by these procedures



The IAAF confirms that 
some of the evidence 
regarding a drop in 

performance was based 
on the four young 

athletes

A 2017 Opinion Paper from Dr. Stéphane 
Bermon used the performance times of three 

of the four medically harmed athletes to 
show that ‘reduction’ in endogenous 

testosterone makes athletes get slower… 
one athlete not included BECAUSE SHE 

GOT FASTER!
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